What can you programme with Python?

Studying Python Programming language will enable the individual to develop programmes for the computer in a range of areas such as game programming, network programming, database applications, and desktop applications also if you want to create apps you can create apps for you smartphones and other devices.

Ideal for the computer science student?

Python is idea for the IT or computer science student because it is a powerful language with a range of third party resources that will extend the capabilities of the language i.e. if you wanted to create you first 2D game you can with the Pygame module. Because Python is such an easy language to learn you won’t have trouble learning other languages because you will be able to learn the language in a fraction of the time.

How will this skill help you?

By developing knowledge in programming an individual can open doors to many opportunities such as the opportunity to make you own creations which you can show to the word you even sell to the world to make money. Programming is an essential skill to have as computer science student and or wanting to become a computer programmer, as well it will give your options to get jobs.